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1. Introduction 

multiple pmcesses over time subject to two broad types of constraints: 
Most scheduling problems can be characterized as problems of allocating resources to the activities of 

. utilization constraints associated with the resources to be allocated. and 

temporal constraints on the execution of goal activities. 
Resource utilization constraints dictate the circumstances under which required resources are available to 
support a given goal activity and are often complex Iunctions of the projected current State (e.@ resource 
reconfiguration or "setup" activities are often necessary to transition from one application of a resource to 
the next). Temporal constraints on activity execution further restrict when an activity can be executed, 
and typically reflect a confluence of constraints relating to the physics of the processes being coordinated 
(e.g. activity precedence relations, activity durations) as well as externally imposed requirements (e.g. 
process release times and deadlines). 

Prior research [ I O ,  131 has demonstrated the proftabilii of viewing scheduling from a constraint 
satisfactbn perspective. At the same time, characterization of scheduling problems as "pure' constraint 
satisfaction problem is typically misleading, as it lmplles that the goal is to derive a solution that satisfies 
all constraints (or determine that one does not exist). The complexity of many important scheduling 
problems derives in large part from the fact that a solution that satisfies all constraints typically does not 
exist. The stated problem constraints define a potentially unattainable ideal, and the goal of scheduling is 
to determine the best (or a satisfactory) overall compromise. Thus, the problem is actually a combinatorial 
optimization problem within the much larger space of possible compromises. The nature of this space 
obviously influences the heuristics required for effective solutions. 

In this regard, we can distinguish two broad types of scheduling problems based on the nature of the 
space of possible compromises (many actual scheduling problems have elements of both). In many 
cases, specific types of constraints are not truly rigid and are more appropriately considered as choice 
sets over which optimization criteria can be defined. For example, in factory scheduling, deadlines are 
typically viewed as relaxable and rninimizlng order tardiness is a commn ObjeUie criterion. Similarly, it 
may be possible to acquire additional resource capacity (e.g. sub-contract manufacturing orders to 
another facility) but at additional cost. We refer to this class of scheduling pmblems as cwnstraint 
f&lX&/8. 

A second class of scheduling problems is what we refer 10 as over-subscribed problems. Here the time 
and resource utilization wnstraints associated with goal activities are not themselves relaxable, but over 
any finite planning horizon there are always more demands for resources than can be accommodated. 
The aim of scheduling in over-subscribed pmblems is to achieve as many goal activities as possible (or 
alternatively to reject as few potential goal activities as possible). 

The problem considered in this paper, the construction of short-term observation schedules for the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), constitutes a representative example of this second class of scheduling 
problem. Astronomer demands for viewing time far exceed its capabilities, and maximization of overall 
telescope utilization is a pripipal objedive. This objective is confounded by mmplex, state dependent 
constraints on telescope rWnfiiration (which dictate variable delays between the execution of difterent 
observations). These constralnts interact antagonistically with user-Imposed temporal constraints that 
requim specific observations to be executed during specific time periods. 

In this paper, we report work aimed at applying concepts of constraint-based problem structuring and 
multi-perspective scheduling [15] to over-subscribed scheduling problems. Previous research [ I O ]  has 
demonstrated the utility of these concepts as a means for effectively balancing conflicting objectives in 
constraint-relaxable scheduling problems, and our goal hero is to provide evidence of their similar 
potential in the context of HST observation scheduling. To this end, we define and experimentally assess 
the performanw of two time-bounded heuristic scheduling strategies in baiancing the tradeoff between 
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resource setup time minimization and satisfaction of absolute time constraints. The flrst strategy 
considered is motivated by "dispatch-based" manufacturing scheduling research [12], and employs a 
problem decomposition strategy that concentrates local search on minimizing resource idle time due to 
"setup" activities. The second is motivated by research in opportunistic scheduling [lo. 131 and advocates 
a problem decomposilion that focuses attention on the goal activities that have lhe tightest temporal 
constraints. Analysis of experimental results gives evidence of differential superiority on the part of each 
strategy in different problem solving circumstances. A composite (multi-perspective) strategy based on 
recognition of characteristics of the current problem solving state is then defined and tested to illustrate 
the potential benefiis of constraint-based problem structuring and multi-perspective scheduling in over- 
subscribed scheduling problems. 

Before considering the solutions investigated, we first distinguish our approach from other research in 
constraint-based scheduling. 

2. Problem Solving Perspective 
Our overall perspective on approaching the HST scheduling problem is based on previously developed 

concepts of constraint-directed scheduling [IO, 14). Most important in this regard, is the notiion that 
analyses of current solution constraints (e.g. projected resource contention, tightness of activity execution 
constraints) can be profitably exploited to dynamically (opporlunlstically) focus the scheduler on the 
subproblems (and tradeofis) most critical to overall schedule quality. In this respect, our approach has 
much in c o m n  with the perspectke of more recent work in extending the CSP-based frameworks to 
address scheduling problems [4, 13,3]. However, where this work emphaslzes heuristics for ordering and 
making individual decisions, our goal in dynamic problem decomposition is to provide a basis for 
mediating the use of a set of heuristic scheduling methods, each differentially attending to various 
optimization objectives. Problem decomposition heuristics are thus oriented toward Identifying (potentially 
larger granularity) subproblems where specific optimization concerns dominate and should thus drive 
decision-making. We refer to this approach to subproblem fornulation as constraint-based problem 
structuring and the selective use of a set of heuristic scheduling methods as multi-perspective scheduling. 

A second point of departure from CSP frameworks is that, while we advocate the use of consistency 
labeling and lookahead constraint analysis techniques to uncover evolving problem structure, our 
approach does not subscribe to the CSP computational paradgm of a complete (and in this case 
exponential) backlracking search in the worst case. We instead advocate an incomplete search paradigm 
in which problem constraints and goals are heuristically relaxed as scheduling proceeds, and problems 
(or opportunities) that are subsequently encountered are dealt with in the context in which they arise. In 
this regard, our perspective has mre in m m m n  with the other recent work in the area of mission 
scheduling [I, 2,5,6, 171. 

There are several reasons for adopting this perspective. First, we are interested in solvlng realistically 
sized problems in a bounded time frame. As suggested in [in, subsequent effort can always be put into 
improving a generated schedule If time permits. Moreover, since scheduling problems are rarely static in 
nature (i.e. unanticipated events will repeatedly force changes to the schedule over time), there is always 
a tradeoff belween the expected lifetime of a given solution, its utility and the effort spent obtaining it. A 
second reason for adopting an incomplete search perspective is that we are interested In addressing 
problems whose characteristics do not naturally fa into CSP frameworks. Oversubscribed scheduling 
problems like HST require dynamic determination of the final set of "variables" (i.e. which set of goal 
activities should be Included in the schedule), and cannot be cast strictly as a search for variable 
assignments. Recent work in the area of design [7J has proposed a framework for integrating variable 
determination into a CSP framework, but it would appear that the effectiveness of this approach depends 
heavily on the presence of rich constraints on variable co-dependence. In mission scheduling problems 
like HST, in contrast, there is much less static structure in the interactions among candidate goal activities 
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(i.e. their principal interactions stem from the fact that they are all competing for the same resources). 

3. The HST Observatlon Scheduling Problem 
The overall objective of HST scheduling is to efficiently allocate viewing time to competing Candidate 

observations (goals) in the presence of complex operational constraints. In brief, a candidate observation 
represents a user request for an exposure of a certain duration of a particular celestial object (target) 
using a particular viewing instrument in a particular operational anfiguration. Since HST is in low earth 
oWt, most targets are pericdically occulted by the earth, and thus visible only for a portion of each orbit. 
Over longer periods targets m y  be similarly occulted by the moon and the sun. Thus, execution 
possibilities are limited by target "visibility windows" (which are known wRh certainty over short term 
horizons). Each of the remaining requirements variably affects when the observation can be executed 
depending on the prior state of the talesoope. It takes time lo repoint the telescope toward a different 
target (an activity referred to as slewlng). Similarly, it takes time to reconfiure viewing instruments. 
There are 6 viewing instruments onboard. and each is capable of being used in a variety of different 
configurations. Spawcraft power constraints liml the number of instruments that can be operational at 
any point, which requires execution of complex power-uplpower-down sequences as changeovers are 
made from one insttument to another. Further constraints may also be placed on the execution of an 
observation for scientiiic reawns by the user. Candidate observations are typically components of larger 
observing programs, which may designate partial orderings among observations. separation constraints, 
absolute execution bounds, and priorities. 

For purposes of this paper, we adopt a simplified but characteristic model of the HST operating 
environment. Specifically, we have chosen not to explicitly model the detailed dynamics of telescope 
reconfiguration (which would be required to determine and schedule the reconfiguration activities required 
for schedule executabiliiy). but instead account for their existence in terms of temporal delays. In fact, 
these modeling assumptiins correspond precisely to those enpioyed in the abstract layer of the model 
currently defined within the HSTS observation scheduler [SI. which integrates scheduling and planning 
processes to produce executable observation schedules. In more detail, We assume that the duration of 
telescope reconfiguration adivities (slewing and instrumenVconfiiratiin changeovers) can be known 
from the prior observing state of the telescope, and that telescope reconfiguration activities can proceed 
in parallel. Further we assume that only one instrument can be operational at a time, and model the 
reconfiguration time from one instrument to another as the M x i m m  of the power down and power up 
sequence durations. Figure 3-1 graphically Illustrates how these operating constraints might affect the 
scheduling of Observation obb after ob,. 

Flgure 8 1  : Idle time incurred in scheduling obb after ob, 
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The scheduling problem addressed below consists of constructing a feasible schedule over a finite 
horizon from a given pool of candaate observing goals. Some portion of the candklate observations are 
absolutely constrained to amur within a specific Subinterval of the horizon (or become lost opportunities) 
while the remaining candidates are only absoMely constrained by target visibilfy . The objective is to 
maximize telescope utilization within the scheduling horizon while minimizing the number of lost 
opportunities. 

4. Sequenclng Heuristics 
In this section, we define variants of two types of time-bounded sequencing strategies, differing 

principally in the relative emphasis placed on the dual (and antagonistic) objectives of maximizing 
telescope utilizatiin and rehcting as few absolutely constrained observations as possible. In particular. 
we consider strategies that adopt one or the other of the above two objectives as a driver for structuring 
the search for a solution. We first consMer maximizing telescope utilizatbn as the basis for ordering 
candidate goals for placement into the schedule, which naturally suggests a dispatch-based (or forward 
simulation) scheduling strategy. We then consider the relative tightness of the temporal constraints on 
candidate goals as the basis of goal ordering, which leads to a more opportunistic framework for placing 
observations on the timeline. In section 5, we report experiments which characterbe the differential 
benefits of each approach. 

4.1. Dlspatch-Based Schedullng 
It we view the problem strictly as one of maximizing reswrce utilization (which it Is not), then the HST 

scheduling problem can be seen as a variant of the traveling salesman problem. A simple and reasonably 
effective heuristic relative to this objective is nearesl nelghbor(NN). The NN strategy proceeds as 
follows: 

1. [Problem Initialization]: For each observation obi in the pool of unscheduled candidates, the 

a. first intersecting the visibility windows of the target required by obi with the absolute 
time bounds on obj derived from user-ifqmsed timing and ordering constraints (if 
any), and then 

b. removing from this set ol start time intervals any start times that are disallowed by 
the time required to recordiire the telescope to ob,.% specification from the initial 
telescope state. 

2. [Goal Selection]: The candidate obdae having the earliest start time is selected (ties are 
broken randomly). 

3. [Reservation Selection]: obdidk is scheduled at its earliest start time and removed from 
the pool of unscheduled candidates. 

4. [Propagation of Resource Unavailability]: For each obi remining in the unscheduled p l ,  
Uifi is trimmed to reflect the newly established reservation for oh,. Specifically, all start 
times in XIi now known to be infeasible due to the confluence of the telescope's new 
earliest available time, and obis ordering and telescope reconf!guration time constraints are 
removed from SUP 

5. [Goal Rejection]: Any unscheduled chi for which X I i  nm contains m start times is malked 
rejected and removed from the unscheduled candidates pool. li unscheduled candidates 
remain go to step 2; else stop. 

As is evident from the above description, NN emphasizes minimization of telescope dead time (and 
hence maximization of telescope utilization) lo the exclusion of satisfying any absolute temporal 
constraints on observation execution. Absolutely constrained observations will be summarily rejected 

set of possible start time intervals STIi is computed by 
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unless they serendipitously represent the mininum dead time cholce at some point during the schedule 
development process. 

To provide some basis for balancing the need to satisfv absolute constraints with minimization of 
telescope dead time within a dispatch-based control regime, a second heuristic Strategy, nearest 
nelghbor Wlth lookahead (NNLA) is defined. NNLA differs from NN as defined above only in the second 
"Goal Selection" step. Here instead of unilaterally selecting obMae as the next goal to be scheduled, 
look-ahead is performed to determine whether this choice will cause rejection of other remaining 
unscheduled candidates. This W-ahead pmedure is precisely defined as follows: 

1.steps 3, and 4 of the above NN algDrithm are simulated, and the set rej- of 
observations obsi whose STI, now contains no start times is identified. 

2. if rej-Lu. is non-ernply, then the set alt-de=rej-aeu earlier-j7nishers-,, is 
determined, where eurlier-finishers- is the set of all unscheduled obj such that 
e ~ Z ~ @ s I ~ ~ - t i ~ ( c e m l i e s ~ ~ t ~ ( ~ .  altMe is the set of potentially less 
disruptive alternatives. 

3. For each ob, in steps 3 and 4 of the above NN algorithm are simulated, and rej, 
computed. 

4. The ob. in a1rMaeu {ob-,] for which rejj is smallest is chosen to be scheduled. In 
case olties, the observation with the earliest start time is selected. 

In simulating step 3 of the NN algorithm, both in lookahead steps 1 and 3, the telesoope's new earliest 
available time is set to duration(ob--,&lookaheud-pricd, where loolahea&period is a parameter used 
to vary the extent to which absolutely constrained observations are considered in advance of their 
deadlines. A lookaheud-period setting of 0 implies they will only be brought into consideration at the last 
possible moment. 

The look-ahead procedure of NNLA increases the O($) NN strategy to q$) in the worst case, where 
n is the number of candidate 0bSeNatioI-S. However, given the characteristics of the HST scheduling 
problem, realization of this worst case is hahly unlikely. 

4.2. Most Constralned First Schedullng 
The NNLA heuristii places primary emphasis on minimizing resource setup time, giving preference to 

temporal execution constraints only as necessary to avoid goal refection. We expect this heuristic to be 
strong from the standpoint of maximizing the rate of utilization of the resource but be less effective in 
minimizing the number of rejected goals. In this section, we consider a heuristic strategy designed from a 
complementary perspective, attending principally to the satisfaction of temporal execution constraints and 
secondarily to minimizatiin of resource setup time. This is accomplished by dropping the dispatch-based 
goal ordering strategy in favor of a goal ordering strategy that is instead focused by the relative 
"tightness" of the execution wnstraints of unscheduled candidates. Resource setup time constraints are 
factored into the computation of goal tightness and taken into a m n t  during reservation selection. The 
intuition behind this approach is to provide stronger emphasis on minimizing goal rejection, at the possible 
expense of lowering the rate of utllization of the resource over the scheduling horizon. 

More precisely, this most-constralned flrsl (MCF) procedure proceeds as follows: 
1. [Problem Initialization]: For each obsewation ob, in the pool of unscheduled candidates, the 

a. first intersecting the visibility windows of the target required by ob, with the absolute 
time bounds on obi derived from user-inposed timing and ordering constraints (if 
any), and then 

b. removing from this set of start time intervals any start times that are disallowed by 

set of possible start time Intervals STli is computed by 
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the time required to reconfigure the telempe to obis specification from the inkial 
telescope state. 

2. [Goal Selection]: The candidate ob, having the fewest allowable start times is selected for 
scheduling (ties are broken randomly). 

3. [Resewation Selection]: On any given iteration, the telescope's timeline can be seen as 
having some number of "holes" into whkh ob, can be placed (see Figure 4 1 ) .  A hole iS 
defined to be available for ob, if there is at least one start lime in STI, that is contained in 
the hole. Each hole (except for the "rightmost" hole which extends to the end of the 
horizon) is Seen to provide two alternatives: 

a "leftmost" placement, defined as the earliest start time in STIm that is contained in 

a "righlmosr placement, defined as the latest start time in STI, that is contained in 

Only a leftmost plamment is possible in the hole that extends to the end of the horizon. For 
each leftmost (resp. tightmost) placement p .  available to ob,, the distance from the hole 
boundary to the start (resp. end) time of pp h e j )  is computed. The placement pi for which 
d i d @  is smallest is chosen for ob,. On the first keration, when there is only one hole on 
the timeline, ob, is placed at its earliest start time. 

4. [Propagation of Resource Unavailability]: For each obi still in the unscheduled candidates 
pool, STIi is updated to reflect the newly established reservation for obs,. Specifically. all 
start times in mi now known to be infeasible due to the confluence of telescope's newly 
established period of unavailability. and 06;s duration, ordering and instrument 
reconfiguration time constraints are removed from STI? 

5. [Goal Rejection]: Any unscheduled obi for which XUi now mntains MI start times is marked 
rejected and removed from the unscheduled candidates pool. If unscheduled candidates 
remain go to step 2; else stop. 

the hole, and 

the hole. 

HST Availability 

Flgum 4-1 : Telexope Availability over Time 

The worst case complexity of MCF can be seen to be O(&), where R is the number of candidate 
observations and k is the number of observation ordering constraints.1 

It is interesting to mte that MCF bears considerable similarity to the scheduling strategy currently in 
place at the Space Telesoope Science Institute (STScl) for short term scheduling of HST [lS]. There 
appear to be two principal First, goal selection appears to be based on static "scores" that 

'The k term is due to Step 4 of the algorithm. In UIB CBBB of NN and NNIA. advantage can be taken of IJW dispalch-hhed contml 

2Avaiiable documentation of this algorithm is wte sparse and mis characmimion dech our anent understanding. We have 

r & m  to eliminate dependence of wont cam mrnpkxiiy on k. 

not seen Ihe mde. 
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Heuristic 
Strategy 

NNLA 

MCF 

reflect both pre-assigned observation priorities and a priori tightness of observation time constraints. MCF 
does not consider priorities, given that our interest in this paper is in the more basic tradeoff presented by 
antagonistic time and resource constraints under equal goal priorities, but we recognize the Mure need to 
incorporate such influences. With respect to tightness of time constraints, MCF operates with dynamic (as 
opposed to fixed) 'criticality' metrics (the cument size of each X I j ) .  Our belief, supported by recent 
research in micro-opportunistic scheduling 1131, is that a dynamic goal ordering scheme will provide 
greater leverage in minimizing the number of goals rejected. 

The second principal difference in comparison to MCF is that a subset of goals are selected on each 
cycle (as opposed to a single goal). A variant of Step 3 of the MCF procedure is applied to each 
candidate obii in this selected subset, which computes a score for each possible placement pi of objj by 
reducing objis fiied score in proporlion to (as defined above). The highest scoring 
candidate/placement pair is the reservation that is selected. This evaluation of aRernatiies lor multiple 
candidates during each cycle rages the overall complexity of the procedure, but may provide some 
compensation for the absence of dynamic goal ordering. 

Goals Pctg. Abs. Minor Mapr Pctg. 
Rejected Scheduled Setups setups Util. 

4 5 72 19.5 4.33 21.59 
1.5 93 11.5 8.17 17.20 

5. Experimental Analysls 
In this section we present the results of a set of experiments designed to to assess the comparative 

performance of the NNLA and MCF scheduling strategies. The experiments were performed relative to a 
pattial model of the HST. In particular two instruments were modeled: the Wide FleldlPlanetaly Camera 
(WF/PC) and the Faint objed Spectrograph (FOS), the former having 4 operational configurations and 
the latter having 2. Actual reconfiguration times were used, wlh changeover times ranging from 0 (no 
configuration change) to 1680 seconds (shorlest wnfiguratlon change on same instrument) to 11740 
seconds (longest instrument changeover time). Slew tlme from one target io another ranged from 0 
(same target) to 1500 (approximately 180 degree slew) depending on the angular dlstance between 
targets. A data base of 76 target locations provided by the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScl) 
was used as a basis for problem generation. An orbital event generator also provided by STScl was used 
to derlve visibility windows for each target. For each exerlment performed, an initial (7th) configuration 
state where both instruments are turned off was assumed. 

A series of 8 problems were generated, each consisting of 30 randomly generated observations 
(estimated to be schedulable over a 2 day horizon). For each candidate observation, the required target 
was selected randomly from the target data base and the requied instrument configuration was selected 
randomly from the 6 possibilities according to a probabiliiy distribution assuming equal demand for each 
instrument. Observation durations were randomly drawn from the interval [200 seconds, 2000 seconds]. 
in each problem, a subset of the candidate observations (between 10 and 20) where absolutely 
constrained to occur at some sub-interval within a 1.5 day horizon. Execution intervals were randomly 
chosen from from the interval [30000 seconds, 50000 seconds] and uniformly distributed over the 1.5 day 
horizon. 

Flgure 51: Comparative Performance of NNLA and MCF 

Performance results obtained for both NNLA (with lookahead-period - 0) and MCF averaged over all 6 
runs are given in Table 51.  Both strategies exhibited the strengths and weaknesses that would have 
been expected, given the differential emphasis placed on the two p m e m  ob@ctives in their operation. 
NNLA achieved a 4.39% better utilization percentage than did MCF, where percentage utilization is 
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Heuristic Goals 
Strategy Rejected 

MCFINNLA 1.5 

measured as amount of actual time spent observing over the 1.5 day intewal. This advantage is directly 
attributable to NNLA's ability to minimize the number of major setups required (major Setups are 
considered to be telescope reconfigurations lasting longer than 1 hour). With respect to goal rejection. 
alternatively, MCF produced cleady superior performance, on average rejecting only 1.5 observations. 
With respect to the average percentage of absolutely constrained observations scheduled, MCF achieved 
93% to the 72% achieved by NNLA. MCF acts to maximize the number of absolutely constrainted goals 
satisfied and therefore pays a penalty in lts ability to cluster observations with similar configurations. MCF 
schedules contained, on average, roughly twice as many mapr setups. 

The results described above support the hypothesis that different heuristics must be devised to exploit 
different characteristics of the sequencing problem. NNLA attempts to minimize setup cost by clustering 
observations with similar configurations. It delays absolutely constrained observations until the very last 
moment. The result is that NNLA achieves good utilization at the expense of the abillty to satisfy all goals. 
MCF ads to maximize the number of absolutely constrainted goals satisfied by focusing first on the most 
constrained ones. As a result, MCF is able to satisfy a greater proportlon of goals at the expanse of lower 
utiliiation. In general, NNLA is best suited for a shation in which all goals have similar crKicaliity while 
MCF is best suited for a situation in which a subset of goals are more severly constrained. 

The differential performance of NNLA ard MCF in this experiment suggests the potential advantage of 
a composite, multi-perspective scheduling strategy. Such a strategy is defined and evaluated in the 
folbwing section. 

Pctg. Abs. Minor Major Pctg. 
Scheduled Setups Setups util. 

93 15.67 7.17 20.54 

6. A Composite Sequencing Strategy 
One properly of the MCF strategy is that once the tightness of unscheduled candidates becomes 

relatively equal, there is no selective pressure (other than the opportunities provided by current hole 
boundaries on the timeline) toward minimizing idle times. This lack of focus was highlighted in the 
experiments reported above, due to MCF's failure to establish multiple holes in the timeline during the 
placement of absolutely constrained goals. The desired pressure at this point in the schedule 
development process is exactly that which is provided by "LA. 

To test this hypothesis, a composite strategy (MCFINNLA) was defined. The MCF procedure was 
modtlied to include a monitoring step at the beginning of each cycle. During this monitoring step, the 
number of start time intervals of each unscheduled candidate was determined, and both the minimum and 
maximum were computed. If, on any given cycle, the difference between these computed maximum and 
minimum numbers of start tlme intervals fell below a spedfied threshold, the [goal selection] and 
[reservation selection] steps of the NNLA procedure were substituted for those of MCF. 

Performance results obtained with the composite MCF/"LA strategy on the problem set defined 
above are given in Table 6-1. As can be seen, the differential capabilities of both individual strategies are 
productively combined. The average percentage of telescope utilization over the scheduling horizon 
achieved comes close to that achieved by NNLA alone. At the same time, the percentage of absolutely 
constrained goals remains the same as that achieved by MCF alone. 

Figure 6-1: Performance Results for MCF/"LA 
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7. Discussion 
Our objective in conducting the above study was to explore the utility in over-subscribed scheduling 

domains like HST of constraint-based techniques that selectively exploit heuristics with differential 
optimization capabilities according to the structure of the problem's constraints. We believe the results 
obtained demonstrate the viability of this approach and provide initial evidence of the leverage to be 
gained in attending to conflicting goal satisfaction and resource utilization objectives. 

At the same time, it is not our intent to argue for or conclude about the general merits of the 
MCF/NNLA strategy as a basis for balancing antagonistic Ume and resource constraints in over- 
subscribed scheduling problems. In this regard, the experimentation performed to date must be 
considered preliminary. The problem set used to produce the reported results exhibits a particular set of 
characteristics, whose influems can be seen in the behavior of each base strategy. For example, the 
average tightness of associated absolute constraints is fairly large (approximately 10 hours) relative to the 
overall 1.5 day scheduling horizon. This problem structure would appear to work against the early 
establishment of multiple "holes' on the timeline by MCF (which results in less opportunities to minimize 
idle time in subsequent placements). This phenomenon was actually observed in tracing the 
development of the schedule in the MCF mns. Under dMerent problem circumstances, where some 
observations are vety tightly constrained relative to the length of scheduling horizon and there is higher 
variance in tightness of absolute constraints, we expect there would be a larger probability of establishing 
more useful islands from which to expand. Similarly, The goal rejection rate observed in "LA'S 
solutions can also be related to characteristics of the test problems. obviously. as the number of 
absolutely constrained goak is recluced, the likelihood of simultaneously encountering the end of 
execution possibilities for multiple candldates is reduced. In fact, other experiments performed but not 
reported here, indicate the dominance of NNLA in problems where M absolutely constrained goals are 
present. 

In sum, we believe that NNLA and MCF constitute useful initial building blocks for multi-perspective 
scheduling in over-subscribed domains and that MCFMNLA provides a useful starling point in exploiting 
problem constraints to arbitrate their use, but we do not yet haw a full understanding of the behavior of 
these base strategies. Further experlmentation under a range of dmerent problem characteristics is 
underway, and we expect that this work will p&ce additional insights with respect to both base strategy 
refinement and heuristics for effectively exploiting the structure of problem constraints lo  direct the overall 
scheduling effort. 

We are also interested in exploring the comparative behavior of other base strategies. First, we believe 
variants of MCF that expbl focus of affentin heuristics based on resource contention (e.g. 191, [13]) 
could prove to provide a more effective basis for establishing initial islands on the timeline under many 
problem circumstances. Second, we believe that repair-based methods (e.g. [ll]) can be profitably 
exploited to improve the generated schedule when time pemrts. The investigation and integration of 
such additional scheduling methods is a second focus of our current work. 

Finally, the strategies described in this paper have ignored certain types of constraints that are present 
both in the HST problem and generally in other over-subscribed scheduling problems (e.g. priorities, 
restrictions' preferences on goal completion levels). A third focus of our current work concerns extension 
of the approach to cover these additional types of constraints. 
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